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Mayoralty Campaign Going Full 
Speed Ahead A t  Halfway Mark
The annual election for the mayor of Durham began yesterday 
with a parade through the main street of town, ending at Bonfire 
Hill, where this year’s candidates were presented to the student body.
There are three candidates this year. A T O  is running Sir Loin, 
a mid-evil night. Lambda Chi has come up with rustic named E. Z. 
Pickens, and Phi Mu Delta will support Slimy Sam, the sewer man. 
The campaigns will be well pub­
licized, ending Friday night with the 
presentation of skits at New Hamp­
shire Hall. Tw o shows will be pre­
sented, one at 7:15 and again at 9:15. 
Voting for the mayor will be held after 
each show.
Vote at 9 p.m.
Those students who do not attend 
either show may vote at New Hamp­
shire Hall from 9 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
Identification cards must be presented 
in order to vote.
The mayoralty elections are spon­
sored each year by Blue Key, the 
Senior men’s honor society. Cam­
paigns must be conducted fairly and 
kept within the rules at all time. This, 
in the past, has meant mainly, equal 
time for all candidates to present their 
skits and platforms to the voters, give 
their speeches and hold their rallies.
Clean Campaign
Blue Key has expressed the wish 
that campaigns this year will be as 
clean and as straightforward as in 
the past.
W ord has been received that last 
year’s mayor, Digger O ’dell will not 
be present to say a few parting words. 
At the present time he is a member of 
the United States Army, having been 
drafted a short while ago.
Blue Key Members
This year the mayoralty campaign 
is under the direction of Burt W olfe, 
president of Blue Key. Other members 
include Theodore Bense, Norris 
Browne, Andrew Bushong, Robert 
Cuthbertson, John Dearborn, Avard 
Elmgren, Peter Gallerani, Dick Hew­
itt, Edward Kelly, Doug Jones, Neal 
McLaughlin, James Merritt, Art Vali- 
centi. and Thomas Walker.
The Word
These are the official words from 
the candidates for the honorable 
position of Mayor of Dur-ham.
From ATO comes:
“ Not Sir Gets-a-Lot, not Sir 
Want-a-Lot. not Sir Lands-a-Lot, 
but Sir Loin!”
Phi Mu Delta:
“ Slimy Sam is in contact with 
the head of every organization on 
campus.”
Lambda Chi:
“ Pickens Pushes everything back 
to nature so that everybody is able 
to do what comes naturally.”
Senator Upton To 
Open Student Senate
U. S. Sen. Robert Upton will be at 
the University of New Hampshire next 
Monday evening Oct. 4, to officially 
open the first session of the UNH  Stu­
dent Senate. The meeting will be held 
in Conant 206 starting at 7 :30. V
The meeting will be open to the 
Faculty and Student body.
Student Senate Pres. Tom  Walker 
and the Executive Council have re­
leased the following agenda for the 
opening session of the student senate 
school year:
1. Official opening remarks by Stu­
dent President Tom  Walker, A ct­
ing President of the University 
Edward Eddy, and U. S. Senator 
Robert Upton.
2. Consideration of campus calendar.
3. Report of Executive Council 
Meeting at Rolling Ridge.
4. Appointment of committee for 
Senate Float in Educational Par­
ade.
5. New Business.
Report On Rolling Ridge
Responsible leaders, to themselves and to their organizations, 
working together in a reasonable manner toward a definite objective; 
this was the formular for effective student government suggested to 
the fifth annual Rolling Ridge Conference on Campus Affairs by Mr. 
Edward D. Eddy Jr., Administrative Officer of the University.
W ith “ Making Student Government W ork” as its theme, the 
fifth annual Rolling Ridge Conference brought together some 70 
student leaders with members of the fac­
ulty and administration at Rolling Ridge 
Conference Center, North Andover, Mass. 
last weekend. Delegates represented the 
five major governing bodies of campus:
Student Senate, Pan-Hellenic _ Council,
Men’s Inter Dormitory Council, Inter- 
Fraternity Council and Women’s Inter- 
Dormitory Council.
Welcomed Delegates 
Shirley Rondow, Conference chairman, 
welcomed the delegates Saturday after­
noon and explained some of the history 
of the Rolling Ridge Conferences. This 
year, she explained, a more specialized 
conference had been planned which was 
proposed to serve as a workshop_ for the 
campus governing bodies in their func­
tions on campus individually and as co­
operative units.
In his message to the conference, Mr.
Eddy brought forth a formular for more 
effective student government and gave the 
delegates a picture of the state of the 
University to date.
Cooperation Pledged 
Dean Everett B. Sackett brought_ the 
conference a message from the adminis­
tration in which he examined the posi­
tion of student leader to advisor and 
stressed the cooperative effort necessary 
for effective government. Student gov­
ernment, he said, need neither be an­
archy as it seemed it was interpreted by 
some students, nor control as it seemed to 
be interpreted by some faculty. Meeting 
to exchange ideas with mutual respect on 
both sides, Dean Sackett said, would pro­
duce from each the cooperation necessary 
for effective government. Both admin-
SEN IO R  GRANITE PICTURES
All seniors who had their pictures 
taken for The Granite last spring will 
have to have them taken over again 
this fall Gerry Rheault, Granite editor, 
has announced.
Last spring, the Granite tried the 
system of early senior pictures in or­
der to ease their fall schedule but 
the response was poor. For the sake 
of uniformity in background all seniors 
will be rephotographed. There has 
been a change in photographers.
Those seniors who have paid their 
sitting fee will be rephotographed at 
no additional cost. Appointments may 
be made at the Notch from Monday, 
Oct. 4 to Friday, Oct. 8.
istration leaders pledged their support to 
student government and the Rolling Ridge 
Conference.
Senate Issues
Student Senate under the direction of 
its president, Tom Walker, discussed vari­
ous issues including responsibility of sen­
ate members*, committee chairmen’s special 
responsibilities, selection to and the func­
tions of committees in general, and their 
public relations on campus. The commit­
tee problem and possible improvements 
were taken under advisement to be 
brought before the full senate at a later 
date. Also under discussion were possible 
revision of the Senate Constitution, foun­
dation of a senate scholarship, and im­
proved election proceedure.
Lacking a quorum, Senate took under 
advisement many ideas for improving and 
strengthening their organization. Possible 
representation changes for future Senates 
were discussed and considered, as well as 
attitudes toward Senate on the part of its 
members and by students in general.
Committees Met 
Members of the standing committees of 
the Senate met with representatives of 
the other governing bodies to discuss 
items of interest to each in special ses­
sions on Saturday evening. The results 
and ideas were presented before the next 
general Senate meeting and in the various 
governing body meetings. The eight 
standing committees, Welfare, Budget, 
Constitutions, Publicity, Social, Motor 
Vehicle Appeals Board, Men’s Judiciary 
Board, and Women’s Judiciary Board, 
considered the various functions of their 
committees and tried to better understand 
their responsibilities and duties as well 
as their cooperative duties with other 
bodies on campus.
W ID C Decided 
Women’s Inter-Dormitory Council 
meeting as a body and with the Senate 
committee representatives as well as with 
Pan-Hellenic Council under the chair­
manship of its. president Marjorie Han­
cock, discussed many problems of its 
functions and cooperatively with Pan 
Hellenic Council.
House Councils were voted to be held 
at uniform times in order to insure 
fairer practices. House meetings were 
decided to be left to the flexible meet­
ing schedule. The problem of elections 
and room-drawing was discussed and will 
(continued on page 8)
May A sk  Legislature For 
$100,000 For New Library
An expansion report coverir^f the next IS years was outlined before the fifth annual Rolling Ridge 
Conference on Campus Affairs by Mr. Edward D. Eddy Jr., Administrative Officer of the University.
A m ong the needs for the expansion program according to Mr. Eddy were enlargements of the 
physical plant of the University. Proposed requests to the new Legislature include $10,000 for new 
staff and operation expenses and $250,000 for salary raises all to be needed over the course of the 
next two years over and above the regular Legislative appropriation.
A $100,000 bond issue is to be requested
to float loans leading to the construction 
of the new library needed here and the 
remodeling of the present building to be 
used for classrooms. The bond issue is 
necessary for the construction of the very 
expensive type building needed for li­
brary purposes.
An increase of some $450,000 annually 
is expected to be required by the Uni­
versity in order to carry on its present 
standards of educational instruction and 
at the same time expand its plant, both 
physically and educationally.
5200 by 1970 
From studies made on enrollment, Mr. 
Eddy estimated that the University would 
have almost by 1970 some 5200 students 
on the campus as compared with the 
3100 now enrolled. In line with this in­
crease, Mr. Eddy noted the freshman class 
numbers some 930, an increase of 100 
over last year and that the general en­
rollment is 3100, an increase of 200 over 
last year.
Pointing to expansion projects already 
under way, Mr. Eddy commented on the 
success of the Memorial Union campaign 
and the new ice making machinery .soon 
to be installed in a new rink to be built 
behind New Hampshire Hall.
Dorm Delayed 
The new women’s dormitory, McLaugh­
lin Hall was described and its delayed 
construction explained as due to the wet 
spring and a series of strikes.
Mr. Eddy remarked on the new area 
of University expansion opened to growth 
by this dormitory. A  whole wooded area, 
he said, had been opened to possible fut­
ure women’s dormitories.
May Get TV  
Possibilities of educational television 
were also reported to be under consider­
ation by the University. While a Durham 
station would not be possible in the near 
future, the University is working in co­
operation with other New England col­
leges and Universities on such opportuni­
ties. The television channel assigned to 
Durham for possible use by the Universi­
ty may be changed to one which will make 
transmition from the top of Mt. Wash­
ington possible by a cooperative group of 
institutions in New England. Mr.  ̂Eddy 
assured the conference that the Universi­
ty was not blind to the possibilities of 
educational television.
The recent award of the Sibley Award 
to the New Hampshire Alumnus Mr. 
Eddy commented upon as a great honor 
to the school. Such an award is only 
made to the “ outstanding” alumnus publi­
cation and has seldom been won by any 
but bigger public and private institutions.
Praises Student Support 
Mr. Eddy commented that he felt the 
student support of the Memorial Union 
drive was proof enough to the state that 
the students were behind the project all 
(continued on page 8)
Official Notices
A ll students are responsible for knowledge 
o f notices appearing here.
Football Tickets. Students and staff 
members expecting to attend any re- 
serve-seat football game must nick up 
their special tickets on or before the 
Friday preceding the game. _ Other­
wise the general admission price of $2 
per person will prevail. The ticket 
office is open 1-4 p.m. Monday through 
Friday.
All students must present their ID 
cards at the gate along with a reserve- 
seat ticket.
Identification Photos. All freshmen 
and transfer students who did not have 
their identification picture taken dur­
ing Orientation W eek may have it 
taken, free of charge, at the Univer­
sity’s Photo Studio in Hewitt Hall 
any time between the hours of 8 a.m. 
and 4:30 p.m., Thursday, October 7. 
No other opportunity will be available. 
Those who do not take advantage of 
this last chance will be required to 
furnish appropriate photos at their 
own expense.
Durham Addresses. W ill all stu­
dents who did not know their address 
at registration or have changed it 
since then please advise Mrs. Capelle, 
Thompson 110. as to where they are 
living. This information is needed for 
the records and directory.
Lost and Found. The University 
Bookstore is the official depository on 
campus for lost articles, including 
money. Articles unclaimed for 30 days 
by the loser may be picked up by the 
finder.
Expect 5000
Barbecue, Delaware Game, Dance 
Slated For Homecoming Weekend
Some 5,000 old grads are expected 
back on campus for the University of 
New Hampshire’s annual Homecoming 
program on Saturday, Oct. 16, it was 
announced by Alumni Secretary, W il­
liam Prince.
The program opens at 9 a.m. with 
registration at New Hampshire Hall 
followed by a reception at 10:00' a.m. 
The fifth annual chicken barbecue, 
sponsored by the Agricultural Alumni 
Association, will be held from 11:30 
to 1:00 p.m. at the Putnam Hall bar­
becue pits, with the proceeds going to 
the Scholarship Fund.
A football game with the University 
of Delaware at Cowell Stadium at 2:00 
p.m. will be the highlight o f the occa­
sion. This will be followed by open 
house on campus and by a dance at 
New Hampshire Hall in the evening.
Sororities, fraternities, and dormi­
tories will be decorated for the Home­
coming pageant, and a concert on the 
Henderson Memorial Carillon will be
held from 12:00 to 12:30 p.m.
The College Shop has donated a 
window which Mortar Board is ten­
tatively scheduled to decorate in the 
Homecoming spirit. There will be no 
set theme for the housing unit deco­
rations as the committee felt “ that 
more originality would be shown if 
housing units were not held to some 
exact theme or idea for their deco­
rations.” They will be judged between 
11 and 12 a.m. on Saturday morning. 
The judges, as yet unannounced, will 
be picked from returning Alumni.
The chicken barbecue, held at the 
barbecue pits at Putnam Hall will be 
open to everyone, alumni, students, 
parents, and friends. The price of 
tickets is $2.00.
The Interdormitory Council will 
present a cup to the men’s dormitory 
judged to have the best and most ori­
ginal decorations. This cup will be in 
addition to the regular one.
All housing units have received let­
ters from William Prince, Alumni Sec­
retary, inviting them to enter in the 
contest.
Mike and Dial Will 
Air 2 Away Games
W M D R , the campus radio station, 
will carry at least two of the remaining 
away UNH football games this fall, 
it was announced today by Eliot 
Jameson, Mike and Dial President. 
The UNH-Maine game will be broad­
cast directly from Alumni Field in 
Orono on October 9, and later in the 
fall students will be able to hear the 
UNH - Univ. of Mass. game from 
Alumni Field in Amherst. The Bran- 
deis game may also be broadcast. _
“ In keeping with Mike and Dial’s 
policy o f giving UNH  students con­
tinually better radio,” President James­
on said, “ we are pleased to announce 
the coverage o f these games.”
This means that UNH  students will 
be able to listen to a play by play 
broadcast of the games directly from 
the scene of action, as the action takes 
place.
Robin Page will produce and direct 
the broadcasts. The announcers for the 
games have not been announced as 
yet, but will probably be men with ex­
perience in this type of broadcasting.
President Jameson -stated, “ This is 
the' biggest Mike and Dial undertaking 
to date, and is only made possible 
through the fine cooperation of Brad 
McIntyre who has graciously agreed 
to sponsor the Maine and Mass. 
games.”
The Maine game will be broadcast 
on Oct. 9 starting at 1:25 p.m. You 
can hear this game over W M D R  at 
650 on your radio dial.
Annual Hi-U Day To 
Change Procedure
Plans for the annual High School- 
University Day, Oct. 22, include sev­
eral -changes from the procedure of 
previous years.
Visiting students will be free to 
spend the afternoon as they choose, 
rather than at the customary football 
game. Among the possible attractions 
will be sample lectures from various 
university departments; a -concert by 
the University Concert Choir; Open 
House in Dormitories, Fraternities, 
and Sororities; more campus sight-see­
ing; or a football game.
Hi-U Day is intended to acquaint 
high school students with a university 
and what it offers. With this inform­
ation they may plan their high school 
courses in order to meet requirements 
if they choose to go to college. It is 
not the intention of the university to 
sell UNH, stated Miss Norma Farrar, 
advisor to the committee, but rather 
to aid students to look at college in 
the proper perspective realizing its pos­
sibility and potentialities for them.
Richard Wilson, Phi Alpha, is chair­
man of this year’s Hi-U Day commit­
tee.
Zimbler Sinfonietta Is 
Scheduled For Oct. 12
Sinfonietta Pianist
The Zimbler Sinfonietta is scheduled 
as the first presentation of the Blue 
and White series on Oct. 12. Three 
concerts and a monologue by Agnes 
Moorehead are listed for the year.
Joseph Zimbler, Founder of the Sin­
fonietta, seeks to present the best in 
Chamber music literature, from pre- 
baroque to contemporary manuscripts. 
Mr. Zimbler -came from Prague, 
Czechoslavakia, to Boston where he 
appeared as a cellist in the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra. It was from 
this orchestra that Mr. Zimbler, ten 
years later, recruited the elite of the 
string performers to play in his Sin­
fonietta.
Among string ensembles the Zimbler 
Sinfonietta is considered unique. They 
play without a director and present 
-both old and new music in a manner 
of perfection.
Featured at the Wednesday night 
performance will be Margaret More­
land in the Bach Concerto in F Minor 
for piano and strings.
Agnes Moorehead presents her fam­
ous one-woman show, “ The Fabulous 
Red-Head,” featuring -bits from her 
many stage, radio and screen roles on 
November 12. Whittemore and Lowe 
follow on Feb. 2, -again playing before 
the UNH  their duo-piano arrange­
ments. Last on the Blue and White 
Series is Suzanne Bloch, daughter o f 
the composer, Ernest Bloch, demon­
strating her ability to recreate medie­
val tunes and melodies, long forgotten 
by the modern world, on her lute.
Tickets for the Blue and W hite se­
ries will be available after Oct. 1 at 
the University Bookstore, or may be 
purchased at the New Hampshire box 
office on the nights of the perform­
ances. A series ticket is $3.00, while 
single admissions are $1.25.
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A Year’s Worth of Mayor
Microphoned campaign pledges blaring across our leaf-strewn 
campus . . 1 red, lavender, and green trailors . . . sexy coeds . . . 
smiling candidates. Durham’s twenty-sixth annual Mayorality cam­
paign is underway.
T o students viewing the sprawling coeds and listening to spicy 
jokes tossed out casually by the various candidates, Mayorality 
represents three days of campus spirit and excitement. And to the 
campaign workers behind this captivating facade, Mayorality means 
hard work aplenty. It means careful planning that begins in the 
Spring. It means sleepless, cigarette-stubbed nights for the sign 
painters and script writers. And most of all, it means money —  lots 
of it.
But Saturday afternoon at the football game, the winner will 
receive reward for all the effort and money. Here, the newly pro­
claimed mayor starts his reign over U N H  before a howling capacity 
audience; and D igger O ’Dell, last Fall’s victor, retires to his grave­
yard alongside Oliver Q. Pinkham ( “ M y pink pills will pep up the 
public” ), the M cNair’s (Threadbare, and Mary Margarette), and 
Hizhoner I. C. Stars.
W e said somewhere above that the winner’s effort and dollars 
would be repaid. Maybe not. Officially, the tenure of our new humble 
and obedient servant lasts one year. Actually, it lasts about one 
month.
This inactivity is due partly to the individual elected, but most­
ly to tight restrictions levied on his office by the administration and 
various University departments.
A t a late-season football game last year, for instance, the U N H  
Band was com pleting its half-time strutting, when the long-legged 
D igger O ’Dell sauntered onto the field, accompanied by a couple 
of jovial pallbearers. He had just stepped across the twenty-yard 
stripe when a Band representative brusquely waved him off the 
field. That was the last time we saw our mayor, and it was a little 
disturbing.
T o  us, it seems that the office of M ayor of Dur-ham would be 
valued much more if the winner held year-round responsibilities and 
privileges —  and not just a title. He and his entourage easily could 
help the Band and cheerleaders brighten half-time entertainment at 
the football and basketball games. He could take a que from some 
daring ex-mayors, who issued occasional official proclamations. He 
could appear officially at inter-fraternity and other campus com peti­
tion s : the W inter Carnival events, Stunt Night, Song Fest, W oods­
men’s W eekend competitions. In other words, he really would be a 
mayor.
Certainly the opportunities exist. But so do the restrictions.
For years now, the Administration and Blue K ey have screamed 
for cleaner cam paigns; their exhortations have brought few results.
But cleaner campaigns, and more privileges and duties (publici­
ty, too) for the victor provide bargaining points for both factions.
Perhaps Administration and M ayor could reach some sort of 
compromise. Scrubbing up a few puns wouldn’t hurt much, especially 
if it meant more publicity for both the M ayor and the University of 
New Hampshire. After all, U N H  is noted for its colorful M ayor­
ality, and we expect that people from around New England who 
journey to Durham would like to see Hizhoner, and not merely 
hear about him.
The Observer by Paul W ilson Sullivan
Victory Through Coexistence
President Syngman Rhee of South Korea has observed : “ W e are 
all caught up in a gigantic global struggle between communism and 
democracy. Coexistence of these two ideologies is impossible. Either 
one or the other must go.”
President Rhee and those who share his opinion forget one 
great fact: Communism and democracy A R E  coexisting. More ac­
curately, the United States and the Soviet Union A R E  coexisting, 
because each realizes that even the present state of tension, even a 
series of local wars is infinitely preferable to atomic war, in which, 
as Mr. Churchill reminded us, the victor would sit on a heap of 
ruins. Both the United States and the Soviet Union realize that 
atomic war means human suicide, and that the sole alternative to 
ffiuman suicide is the determination of divergent nations to make the 
most of an oppressive rivalry.
Thus, the current debate over the
The New Hampshire Needs . . .
The New Hampshire needs a photographer.
W e have an excellent darkroom and equipment.
The New Hampshire needs a photograhper.
W e use about four photographs a week.
New Hampshire photographers photograph various 
queens, and outstanding personalities.
The New Hampshire needs a photographer.
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The New Flampshire needs a photographer.
It helps if.you  have a camera.
The New Hampshire needs a photographer.
There is no pay but the experience is invaluable.
If you ’re interested come up to the top floor of 
Ballard Sunday night because . . .
The New Hampshire needs a photographer.
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“ possibility” of coexistence loses all 
reality in the fact of coexistence. The
real question is— : What kind of co­
existence— : one in which democracy 
or communism triumphs?
If this question is to be answered in 
favor of democracy, U. S. foreign policy 
and public opinion must undergo a pro­
found ,re-dedication. For, as I write, we 
are losing the battle with communism. 
By supporting reactionary regimes weyre 
losing the support of uncommitted nations 
whose loyalty can tip the balance for or 
against us. Through our evasion, inflexi­
bility and lack of realism, we are losing 
the confidence of Europeans in our ca­
pacity to lead. In our almost exclusive 
reliance on military strength, we appear 
before smaller nations as a self-centered 
colossus subordinating all else to our own 
survival, callous to the fears of those 
who wonder whether our efforts are real­
ly limited to defense. Through inadequate 
propaganda, we have given Moscow a 
monopoly on the word “peace” . Clearly 
and simply we have lost the ideological 
initiative to the Soviet Union, w|hich 
contrives the illusion that it is the savior 
of the oppressed and the bearer of pro­
gress, while we defend a despotic past.
It is not enough that we are con­
vinced of our own decency. Nor is it 
enough to recite the obvious hypocrisies 
off the Kremlin. The point is that our acts 
as a great power do not convince millions 
of people of our just intentions. Asia, for 
example, is not certain that we do not 
seek a new imperialism.
Why do the smaller nations distrust 
us? Why does neutrality seem ever more 
attractive to them? Are we really the 
light of freedom, or have we changed so 
much that to observing nations the ulti­
mate difference between us and the 
Soviets seems only one of degree?
I think we have changed. I think 
that in the process of becoming strong 
and wealthy we have forgotten what it 
is to be weak and poor. We have for­
gotten the bold achievements that made 
our rise to power a symbol to the op­
pressed. Under our founders we fought 
for national independence and civil lib­
erties. Under Jackson we made war on 
excessive wealth in a few hands. Under 
Lincoln we fought slavery and racial 
oppression. Under Wilson we fought for 
national self-determination, opposing big- 
power secret diplomacy. Under Franklin 
D. Roosevelt we struck a lethal blow at 
domestic communism by relieving the 
conditions that encouraged it.
What do we stand for now? If we are 
to be judged by our leaders we seem to 
stand only for instant massive retali­
ation, “get tough policies in Europe and 
Asia, ultimata to France, or walking out 
of the U.N. if things don’t go our way. 
We are announced friends of dictators 
Franco, Tito, Per on and Chiang Kai- 
shek. We were maneuver into defending 
Emperor Bao Dai, sunning himself on the 
Riviera while his people died in Indo- 
China. W e are terrorized by one power- 
mad Senator who mocks our President, 
condemns our closest ally, and whips our 
fears into an age of silence and suspicion. 
Our executive finds itself paralyzed by 
its own campaign slogans in which it 
identified diplomacy with appeasement and 
compromise with surrender.
Is it too late to beat communism? I 
do not think so. We are a strong nation 
with great ideas. If we can learn to use
our strength and our ideals more positive­
ly I think we can still win in the rivalry 
of coexistence. But to attain victory we 
must recognize these basic facts:
1. The only way to defeat commu­
nism is to remove the conditions in 
which it thrives. Our greatest enemies 
are not Moscow, but the poverty, hunger, 
disease and oppression on which Moscow 
bases its appeal. Two-thirds of the world’s 
people are under-nourished. To them the 
communist promise of relief seems a de­
liverance from present misery. We must 
reach these people first, offering not mere­
ly guns, but bread, and material assistance 
in their revolt against tyranny, with no 
conditions attached. By our aid, we will 
help not only them, but ourselves, for we 
shall gain strong friends as they gain 
health and freedom.
2. The world is not made in our 
image. Rather than seeking to impose 
our terms upon others as impassioned 
crusaders, we must accept the realities of 
world politics and exploit them coolly in 
the interest of liberty. We must realize 
that to gain advantage we must give ad­
vantage, that we cannot change facts by 
denunciation or ostrich retreat, as, for 
example, we have sought to do in denying 
Mao’s obvious control of China, instead 
of shrewdly seeking to split the forced 
alliance of Moscow and Peiping.
3. There is a distinction between 
allies and satellites. W e must remem­
ber that the Western coalition is not an 
American bloc, but a group of equals re­
serving the right to disagree. W e will 
then be more tolerant when France, in­
vaded three times in seventy years, de­
clares her profound fear of a re-armed 
Germany. W e will then be more under­
standing of struggling India, with Russia 
and China on her northern borders, when 
she appears neutral in a super-power 
struggle that threatens her dearly won 
gains.
4. Division at home is defeat abroad.
Victory over communism will not be won 
by undermining the faith of Americans in 
each other, by one party’s damning the 
others record as “ twenty years of trea­
son” , or by an impulsive equation of re­
form with Marxism. Adlai Stevenson 
was never more correct than when he 
said, in the hour of defeat: “That which 
unites us is greater than that which di­
vides us.”
5. Peace will come only when na­
tional armaments are abolished. Ob­
viously unilateral disarmament is im­
practical now. But we must never forget 
that war is an inevitable result of inter­
national anarchy, and that as long as 
seventy-odd nations are responsible only 
to themselves there can be no peace. We 
must seek a United Nations strong enough 
to enforce peaceful settlement under 
world law. However Utopian this may 
seem, or whatever temporary solutions 
may be expedient, this is our ultimate 
goal.
In summary, we must not confuse co­
existence with a gradual surrender to the 
communist empire. That empire must be 
contained by a strong and mobile mili­
tary alliance. But if we are to defeat 
communism at its own game, we cannot 
rely merely on “holding the line” , defend­
ing only what is established. W e must 
wage war on human misery, moving 
boldly to correct the economic and politi­
cal injustices on which communism 
(continued on page 4)
Throckmorton must be in animal husbandry, he's always out with BEASTS!
Editors Notes
The dedication of St. George’s 
Episcopal Church took place last 
week-end and the Canterbury Club 
and the Durham Episcopalians now 
have a place of worship to replace Bal­
lard Hall. The small church is a sig­
nificant addition to the campus. The 
mission was only established in 1947 
and immediately became an important 
religious group here. Congratulations 
to Rev. Jonathan Mitchell on his work 
for the Church and students.
Also due for congratulatory notices 
is the Rolling Ridge Steering Commit­
tee which planned a valuable and 
smoothly run conference.
* * *
W e often listen to complaints about 
The New Hampshire around campus 
anid we hear second-hand tales of 
gripes about this and that. W hy don’t 
we have more humor? W hy do we 
seem to ignore the tech and aggie’s 
and give first place to the liberal arts 
students? (Because every staff mem­
ber and reporter belongs to the latter, 
as far as we are able, we cover all 
the news as fairly as possible. W hy 
don’t the tech’s and aggies represent 
their groups on the staff? W e would 
appreciate their help.)
Please if you have complaints, come 
and see us on Sunday evening at Bal­
lard, or write. W e are as interested in 
putting out a top-notch newspaper as 
you are in reading it.
There are so many campus improve­
ments either being planned or half 
completed, that we are beginning to 
think we are getting ready to leave 
UNH  at the wrong time. When we re­
turn as old grads ten years hence and 
see new builhings, dorms, class-rooms, 
a Student Union building and skating 
rink, we shan’t shout for the good old 
days but probably wonder why we 
were born several years too soon. W e 
shall no doubt still be among the 
numbers of people who tell their chil­
dren how lucky they are to be in 
school and how we wish we were back, 
etc. It is hard to remember the facts 
of youth. What canting hypocrites we 
shall probably be!
* * *
This month’s Harper’s Magazine 
had an interesting article on the prog­
ress of a Corpus Christi. Texas ju ­
nior college which began desegregation 
before the Supreme Court decision—  
almost two years ahead.
“ On the first day of the fall term, 
Amy Miller, who had graduated with 
honors from the Solomon M. Coles 
High School for Negroes, was so ap­
prehensive about entering an unsegre­
gated school that she persuaded her 
father, a truck driver, to accompany 
her. He sat beside her in the registra­
tion hall as she began to fill out 
a set of printed forms. After a mo­
ment, a white boy rose from a nearby 
table and walked toward them.
"Oh-oh, ” Am y remembers thinking, 
“ Here it com es.”
But the boy smiled hesitantly and 
said, “ Excuse me sir, but I ’m having 
trouble figuring out what they want 
on these forms. I wonder if you’d mind 
helping he.”
Mr. Miller said he’d be glad to try—  
and within a few minutes had cleared 
up the boy’s confusion. Soon after, 
Amy sent her father home.”
Rel Mar junior college has virtually 
established equality in their school. 
Until the other Southern schools do 
the same, their desegregation can’t be 
completely effective. Problems arise 
when the band takes trips and colored 
students can’t go along because of 
“ possible embarassments involved ini 
travel arrangements.”
Flick of the Wick
By Jack Hill
Martin and Lewis try once again 
for the number one spot in box office 
take with their latest, Living It Up. 
They enumerate nonsensities with 
Janet Leigh providing the gorgeous 
scenery. Seems to be the same old 
plot rehashed for the sixth time. 2.0 
to the looney Lewis and criaking 
crooner.
The master of suspense has tri­
umphed once again. Alfred Hitchcock, 
the English tale-teller, makes his ever 
so brief appearance in his picture. 
Look for the man winding the clock. 
Jim Stewart and lovely Grace Kelley, 
her second Hitchcock flick, do a mar­
velous job of suspensiating. Thelma 
Ritter provides some homespun phil­
osophy on living. A  3.0 to the peeping 
T om ’s in a familiar story entitled 
Rear Window.
The first of the Lancasfer-Hecht 
productions proves Burt a versatile 
man. Leaping and dashing with amaz­
ing agility, saying lines with some de­
gree of polish, and producing one of 
the best action flicks this year makes 
up quite a menu. 2.5 to some little 
known history via Hollywood for the 
flick Apache.
Speaking of history, U N H  film so­
ciety is to present a history-making 
picture on history. Birth of a Nation 
is prosouthern and in content to be 
taken with a grain of salt. The amaz­
ing thing about this pic is that it de­
veloped the close-up technique in one 
of the last scenes. It also was the 
first Hollywood extavaganza, and 
lately, we wonder whether this be good 
or evil. A  3.0 to the portrayal of the 
civil war and the necessity (?) of the 
K K K . A  4.0 to the late Howard W ark 
Griffith for his pioneering in pics.
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. . . Just The Facts
Upperclass Sorority Rushing 
Opening Oct. 10, Closes 28
by Ellen Terry
The Panhellenic Council has an­
nounced rushing rules and important 
events for 1954-55.
Prospective rushees will meet at 
Smith Hall at 2:15 Sunday, Oct. 10, 
for a guided tour conducted by Pan­
hellenic members. Open house at all 
sororities will be held Oct. 11 to 
Oct. 15. Attendance at all houses shall 
be required before sign up Wednesday, 
Oct. 13. Open house will be 7 to 9 
pm on Monday, Tuesday and Thurs­
day and from 2:30 to 5:00 pm on 
Wednesday and Friday
Rushees Meet Oct 13
All rushees will meet Oct 13, 6:30 
pm, at Murkland to sign up for rush­
ing and receive instructions Attend­
ance cards distributed at the guided 
tour will then be collected
Dessert parties are scheduled from 
7 to 9 pm by the following sororities: 
Monday, Oct 18: Kappa Delta,
Theta Upsilon, Alpha Chi Omega 
Tuesday, Oct. 19: Alpha X i Delta, 
Chi Omega, Phi Mu.
Wednesday, Oct. 20: Open house at 
all sororities 2:30 to 5 p.m. A  rushee 
may attend no more than three houses 
at this time.
Thursday, Oct. 21, 7 to 9 p.m.:
Alpha X i Delta, Kappa Delta, Theta
Upsilon.
Monday, Oct. 25: Alpha Chi Omega, 
Chi Omega, Phi Mu.
Rules of Withdrawal
Withdrawal from rushing may be 
made only upon Wednesday, Oct. 27. 
Anyone wishing to withdraw must 
notify Panhellenic officers between 3 
and 6 p.m. at the library of Scott Hall. 
If she fails to withdraw and does not 
sign a preference slip, she will be in- 
elegible for rushing next semester.
Both rushees and sorority members 
will observe a day of silence Oct. 27 
by refraining from conversation of any 
nature until 7:45 p.m. Between 5:30 
and 7 :45 p.m. a rushee must sign her 
preference slip in the presence of a 
Panhellenic member. Girls with last 
names beginning A -L  shall report to 
the Dean’s office 5:30 to 6:30' p.m. and 
girls with last names beginning M-Z 
shall report 6:30 to 7:45 p.m.
Thursday,- Oct. 28, the rushees will 
receive their preference slips with the 
house to which they will be pledges 
circled in red. The bids will be dis­
tributed to the girls’ rooms by Pan­
hellenic members. At 7 p.m., the girls 
shall be called for by the sorority 
members pledging them.
(continued on page 8)
MY COUSIN HASKELL
I have a cousin named Haskell Krovney, a sweet, unspoiled country 
boy, who has just started college. A  letter arrived from him this 
morning which I will reprint here because I know that Haskell’s 
problems are so much like your own. Haskell writes:
Dear Haskell (he thinks my name is Haskell too),
I see that you are writing a column for Philip Morris cigarettes. 
I think they are keen cigarettes which taste real good and which 
make a pleasant noise when you open the pack, and I want to tell 
you why I don’t smoke them.
It all started the very first day I arrived at college. I had just 
gotten off the train and was walking across the campus, swinging 
my cardboard valise whistling snatches of Valencia, Barney Google, 
and other latest tunes, admiring statues, petting dogs and girls, when 
all of a sudden I ran into this fellow with a blue jacket, gray pants, 
and white teeth. He asked me was I a freshman. I said yes. He asked 
me did I want to go places on campus, make a big name for myself, 
and get pointed at in fashionable ballrooms and. spas. I said yes. He 
said the only way to make all these keen things happen was to 
join a fraternity. Fortunately he happened to have a pledge card 
on him, so he pricked my thumb and I signed. He didn’t tell me the 
name of the fraternity or where it is located, but I suppose I’ll find 
out when I go active.
Meanwhile this fellow comes around every week and collects his 
dues which are $100. Lately he has been collecting $10 extra each 
week. He says this is a fine because I missed the meeting. When I 
remind him that I can’t go to meetings because I don’t know where 
the house is, he twists my arm.
I  have never regretted joining the fraternity because it is my 
dearest wish to be somebody on campus and get pointed at in spas, 
but you can see that it isn’t cheap. It wouldn’t be so bad if I slept 
at the house, but you must agree that I can’t very well sleep at 
the house if I don’t know where the house is.
'  I have had to rent a room. This room is not only hellishly expensive, 
but it isn’t the kind of room I wanted at all. What I was looking for 
was someplace reasonably priced, clean, comfortable, and within easy 
walking distance of classes, the downtown shopping district, the 
movies, and my home town. What I found was a bedroom in the 
home of a local,costermonger, which is dingy, expensive, uncom­
fortable, inconvenient, and I don’t even get to use the bed till six 
o’clock in the morning when my Landlord goes off to mong his costers.
Well, anyhow, I got settled and started going to classes. But first 
I had to pay my tuition. This came to a good deal more than the 
advertised rates. When I asked the bursar what the extra money 
was for, he told me lab fees. When I said I wasn’t taking any labs, 
he said I was taking psychology which counted as a lab because 
they used white mice. When I offered to bring my own mice, of 
which there are plenty in my room, he twisted my arm.
So I paid the man and went to my classes where I found that 
all my professors had spent busy summers writing brand new text­
books. Over to the bookstore I went, saw the prices on the text­
books, and collapsed in a gibbering heap. At length I recovered and 
made indignant demands to speak to the proprietor, but they told 
me the Brinks truck had already taken him home for the day. There 
was nothing for it but to buy the books.
N ext I turned to romance— and found it. Harriet, her name was— a 
great, strapping girl. I first spied her leaning against the statue of 
the Founder, dozing lightly. I talked to her for several hours without 
effect. Only when I mentioned dinner did she stir. Her milky little 
eyes opened, she raised a heavy arm, seized my nape, and dragged 
me off to a dimly lit place called The Trap where everything was 
a la carte. She ordered cracked crab ($1.75), sirloin Chateaubriand 
($7.00), a scuttle of french fries (18<-5 the french fry), an artichoke 
(30^ the leaf), and compote (80<£ the prune).
After dinner she lapsed into a torpor from which I could not rouse 
her, no matter how I tried. I banged my glass with my fork. I did 
bird calls of North and South America. I pinched her huge pendulous 
jowl. I rubbed the legs of my corduroy pants together . . .  But nothing 
worked, and finally I had to sling her over my shoulder and carry 
her to the girls dormitory, to the vast amusement of everybody 
along the route.
But it Was not the jeers of bystanders that bothered me. It was 
the hernia. Fortunately, medical care for students is provided free 
at the college dispensary; all I had to pay for were a few extras, 
like X-rays, anaesthesia, operating room, forceps, hemostats, scal­
pels, sponges, catgut, linens, towels, amortization, and nurses. They 
would not, however, let me keep the nurses.
So, dear, cousin, if you see me these days without a Philip Morris 
cigarette, it is not because I don’t like Philip Morris cigarettes. I 
do. I flip when I taste their mild rare vintage tobaccos. But I can’t 
afford cigarettes. I can’t even afford matches, what with fraternity 
dues and room rent and lab fees and textbook prices and my girl 
Harriet and medical care.
Well, I’ll write you again soon. Keep ’em flying.
Yr. Cousin,
Haskell
©M ax Shulman, 1954
This column is brought to you by the makers of PHILIP MORRIS 
who think you would enjoy their cigarette.
Fall Play Try-outs 
Announced by M6-D
Tryouts for the Mask and Dagger 
fall production will be held in room 
3, New Hampshire Hall tonight at 7 
p.m. Professor J. Donald Batcheller, 
Mask and Dagger director and ad­
visor, has announced that the organi­
zation has need of people interested 
ini any phase of dramatic production. 
This includes actors, backstage crews, 
advertising and business personnel. 
No previous experience is necessary 
and all students are welcome.
The fall show will be “ Beggar on 
Horseback,’.’ an expressionistic comedy 
by Kaufmann and Connelly. Ray 
Plante, president of Mask and Dagger, 
predicts that this production will be 
as popular in character, as complex in 
technical aspects and as successful as 
any other major production presented 
on campus. Readings at tryouts will 
be from this play, and scripts are on 
reverse at the library.
A  tentative listing of other Mask 
and Dagger activities for this semester 
has also been released. Following the 
fall production at New Hampshire Hall 
on November 17, 18, 19 and 201 will 
be the usual Christmas program on 
December 15 and 16. The popular 
Theatre-in-the-Round will be offered 
in January. Mask and Dagger crews 
will also handle the technical aspects 
of the Blue and White concert series.
Season tickets for as many as 10 
plays are still on sale at the bookstore.
Christian Association 
Holds First Retreat
A  discussion on international rela­
tions. led by the students who had 
spent the summer in Europe, high­
lighted the CA retreat at Highland 
house -in Newmarket last weekend un­
der the direction of Mr. and Mrs. 
Hayden and Miss An/n Cox.
The group met to discuss and plan 
the six areas covering CA activities 
for the year. Plans include deputations 
affiliating twenty rural churches, so­
cial -service work in Portsmouth and 
Dover with possibly a project in New­
market.
Faculty fireside will be continued 
this year, with discussions every W ed­
nesday evening. W ork day, in which 
various students work for families in 
town, turning wages over to CA will 
be an important phase of the program. 
Intercultural relations will be connect­
ed with a Harlem church again this 
year.
Open meetings, including the entire 
organization, will cover the four areas 
recommended by the National Student 
Y M C A  o f world relations, economic, 
justice, personal and campus, and 
Christian heritage. Guest sneakers, 
movies, and discussion panels will be 
regular attractions throughout the 
year.
Last Sunday
Special Services Open New  
St. George’s Episcopal Church
ROTC Band Holds Initial 
Rehearsal Positions Open
Under the leadership of Mr. Allan 
Owen the R O T C  band held its first 
rehearsal last Thursday in Thompson 
hall at 1 p.m. The band which is open 
only to freshmen and sophomores en­
rolled in either the R O T C  or the 
A F R O T C  furnishes music for military 
functions connected with the R O TC  
program. Anyone wishing to -become 
a member must first contact Mr. Owen 
for an individual tryout.
The initial rehearsal dealt primarily 
with the arranging of the different sec­
tions of the -band. Then, after a few 
selections were played, the band 
marched to the parade field where 
they drilled for the next few hours. 
Such a drill is one of the very few 
held by the band, since the entire time 
on Thursday is usually devoted to re­
hearsing music.
Early symbols of chivalry were square 
flags and only in later times were flags 
of a greater length than width adopted.
PROF. JOHN HATCH of the department of the arts is pictured above 
working on a special 8 x 6  mural for newly-constructed St. George’s Church 
of Durham. Prof. Hatch is artist of the Kingsbury Hall library mural and one 
in Washington, D.C. His newest mural shows Man and his relation to the 
Church through Christ. It is located at the back of the sanctuary of St. 
George’s Church, dedicated Sunday by Bishop Charles F. Hall, Episcopal 
Bishop of New Hampshire. ________________________________________
by David Proper
Special services of dedication 
were held in St. George’s E pisco­
pal Church Sunday morning at 
11 a.m. and evening at 8 p.m. 
under the direction of Episcopal 
Bishop of New Hampshire, The 
Rt. Rev. Charles F. Hall.
Dean John B. Coburn of Trini­
ty Cathedral, Newark, N. J. was 
guest speaker for the evening ser­
vices under the direction of Bis­
hop Hall assisted among the clergy by 
the Rev. Henry Hayden, Protestant Min­
ister to Students, and the Rev. Wilfred 
Bunker, Minister of the Community 
Church of Durham.
Parish Hall Dedicated 
Also dedicated at the morning services 
was the Parish Hall named in honor of 
Bishop Dallas, former Bishop of the 
Church and Trustee of the University who 
has worked for the new church since the 
organization of the project. Bishop Dal­
las unveiled a portrait of himself hung 
in the hall that bears his name. _
Special ceremonies were provided the 
church by the Liturgical Commission of 
the General Convention of the Episcopal 
Church. These included the knocking at
Meader’s 
Flower Shop
Flowers for All Occasions | 
Corsages a Specialty j
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the church door by the Bishop and his 
admittance and welcome by Senior 
Warden L. Phelps Latimer.
Assisting Bishop Hall at the morning 
services were the Rev. Jonathan N. 
Mitchell, Vicar of St. George’s Church 
in Durham, the Rev. Randall C. Giddings, 
first Vicar of St. George’s Church and 
at present Rector of St. John’s Church 
in Franklin, Pa., and the Venerable Roger 
W . Barney, Archdeacon and Executive 
Secretary of the Diocese.
Bishop Hall in his dedication sermon 
commended the many who had worked 
for the dhurch and especially Bishop 
Dallas, the Rev. Mr. Giddings and the 
Rev. Mr. Mitchell.
Cobum at Evening Service 
Guest speaker for the evening service 
of dedication, Dean Coburn of Trinity 
(continued on page 7)
CURRIER &  IVES
MEN'S JEWELRY BY
s q u ire
IN  EXCLUSIVE TRAVEL-PACK
AT A PRICE YOU’LL LOVE!
All the beauty of authentic 
Currier & Ives Americana has 
been captured in miniature 
scenes by Squire. Hand painted 
in full color, Currier & Ives by 
Squire brings you something 
priceless. . .  at a price you’ll love 
. . .  only $6.00 per set, plus tax.
"Rounding a Bend" 
on tho Mississippi
Speeding on the Avenue Passing th t Stand
Bring Your I D Card
PAUL’S Jewelry
CENTRAL AVEN U E 
DOVER
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Bridgeport Falters;
Wildcats Romp 37-6
The W ildcats, with their steady running and passing attack led 
by quarterback Billy Pappas, trampled the University of Bridgeport 
team into the ground as they took the season’s opener 37 to 6.
In the first quarter Pappas showed his good form and ability 
when he intercepted a Bridgeport pass on his own thirty-five yard 
line and returned it to the thirty-seven yard line of the Purple 
Knights. This key set up a drive for the first of six W ildcats 
scores. Pappas on the next play passed to end Steve Mazur for a 
16 yards, and one play later fullback Marcel Couture drove across 
the goal line for the first W ildcat tally. Gleason failed to convert in 
the extra-point t r y : the W ildcats led 6-0.
The second score of the game came when Dick Gleason returned 
a Bridgeport punt from his own thirty-five yard line. W ith  the aid 
of some good blocking by the New Hampshire forward wall Dick
sprinted sixty-five yards for the score.________________________________
Knights March 68 Yds.
Scholarships Aga in  Offered 
By Mexican Government
Scholarships for study in Mexico 
during 1955 will again be offered by 
the Mexican Government. Open to 
graduate and undergraduate students 
with a knowledge of Spanish, the 
awards are given through the M exico- 
United States Commission on Cultural 
Cooperation.
Requirements for the Mexican Gov­
ernment awards are: U.S. citizenship, 
knowledge of Spanish, a good academic 
record, a valid project or purpose, and 
good health. The recipients of these 
scholarships are expected to collect 
full tuition and full maintenance from 
the commission.
Awards will be for the academic 
year beginning March 1, 1955. Closing 
date for applications is Nov. 1, 1954. 
Applicants may write for information 
to the Institute of International Edu­
cation.
The Purple Knights made their first 
attempt to stay in the game when they 
sustained a 68-yard march on a variety of 
running and passing plays. Don Ardito’s 
thirty-yard pass to Caprinani gave Bridge­
port a first down on the Wildcats nine 
yard line.
Dick Freselone then smashed over from 
the five after the exchange of several 
penalties which almost stopped the Bridge­
port drive. This was the only time that 
the Purple Knights drove into UNH ter­
ritory.
In the third period Pappas bred to 
Mazur for the third New Hampshire 
score. . .
The Wildcats scored again in the third 
period when Wright went off tackle on 
a handoff by Pappas from the Bridgeport 
ten-yard line and scored standing up. In 
the final quarter Mai Kimball snared an­
other Pappas aerial to score New Hamp­
shire’s fifth tally of the evening. Late in 
the same period Charlie Carmihalis com­
pleted a thirty-yard pass to Phil Monta- 
geno for the final touchdown Bob Carr 
converted the extra point to complete the 
37-6 route.
Attention!!
Rather interesting youth seeks em­
ployment anytime Wednesdays. 
Has been accused of being indus­
trious. W ill attack task with deleri- 
ous enthusiasm but has distaste for 




Cats Race Huskies; 
Trounce N.E.C. 50-15
The varsity cross country team will face Northeastern Universi­
ty Saturday ,afternoon at 2 p.m. after shutting out New England 
College last week end, 15-50.
The Northeastern Huskies, who lost their great pair of distance 
runners, Ollin and Shea, last June, will share the sports spotlight 
Saturday with the Conference Co-Champion Rhode Island football 
team.
Hazen Gale and Don Vedeler tied for first place for the W ild ­
cats, who copped the first nine places while the runners from Henni- 
ker took the last nine. Only a step behind Vedeler and Gale were 
Pete H ood, Russ W illiam s, and Stuart Morse, who tied for second 
place for the Cats. Captain Don Crandall did not run in the meet 
held on the Lewis field course.
Five Finish Together
The first five U N H  runners crossed the finish line holding hands 
and nearly staged a five-way tie for first place.
After their meet against Northeastern Saturday the varsity will 
face Boston University and Maine on Oct. 8 and 16 at Boston and 
Orono, Maine before returning their home course to entertain the 
always strong M IT  teams on Oct. 23. A fter the Yankee Conference 
meet on Oct. 30 at Kingston, R. I. the' '
Wildcat harriers will entertain Rhode Is 
land in a joint meet with the freshmen on 
Nov. 8. Individual performers may attend 
the NEIC3-A meet at Franklin Park in 
Dorchester, Mass., on the eighth of Nov.
Coach Paul C. Sweet, who is entering 
his fourth decade as an outstanding coach 
of both trade and cross country, is being 
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11 THIRD ST R EET -O PP . STRAND  THEATRE DOVER
Professor Davis Awarded 
Army Ordnance Grant
In a statement this week, Dr. Lauren 
E. Seeley, Dean of the College of 
Technology, announced the renewal of 
a grant for the “ Third Order Partial 
Differential Equation.”
Amounting to $4,385. this contract 
has been renewed and signed with the 
Army Ordnance. Dean Seeley an­
nounced that the grant will go to 
Dr. Robert B. Davis, Assistant Pro­
fessor of Mathematics.
Last summer, Dr. Davis won the 
second award of the American So­
ciety of Engineering Education. This 
honor was awarded in the Young En­
gineering Teachers’ Contest which was 
nationally competitive.
Ohhhbhhh? The British Admiralty re­
search ship Discovery II has returned to 
Plymouth after a month studying the 




Last week in The New Hampshire I said that the W ildcats would 
have to take to the air this year if they were going to make a bid 
for the Yankee Conference Crown. They did exactly that last Satur­
day night in Bridgeport. Billy Pappas indicated that New Hampshire 
would play a better passing game than they have in the past tw o 
years. Pappas attempted sixteen passes in all, completed ten of these, 
and had only one intercepted. By contrast, Bridgeport only con­
nected nine times in twenty tries. On the ground New Hampshire 
made fifteen first downs as compared to Bridgeport’s ten, proving 
the W ildcats have a good offense.
The W ildcat defense looked good Saturday, but not as good  
as it did a year ago at this same time. H owever, the team is build­
ing and along with it the tension of winning is grow ing stronger 
and should continue through most of the season, which should help 
greatly in winning the ever important openers. As we all know the 
Cats face their biggest opponent this weekend in Rhode Island, last 
year’s Conference Co-Champs.
Rams Top Maine 
This past W eekend Rhode Island, or the Rams as they are better 
known, defeated the University of Maine 14-7 at Maine. This victory 
shows a lot, for the Rams were playing away from home and were 
behind at the half, 7-0. But sparked by Dick Cahill and Bill Monta- 
mare the Rams were able to win. Another very impressive win this 
season was the win Rhode Island had over Northeastern when the 
Rams defeated them 13-7. Both scores prove that Rhode Island is 
strong and it will take a good New Hampshire squad to beat them 
in Saturdays game.
One of Rhode Island’s outstanding players is- Pat Abbruzzi, a 
leading small-college ground gainer last year. T w o years ago Pat 
ran some three-hundred yards on the ground in one single game 
against New Hampshire. Last year Coach Boston’s squad held him 
down to one hundred and twenty-five yards and because of this they 
beat the Strong Ram club. As we may all recall last year the W ild ­
cats defeated Rhode Island by only one point 14-13, on the fine 
extra-point kicking of Bob Kelliher who has since graduated.
Poor Place Kicking 
This brings up another point, New Hampshire is weak in the 
extra point kicking column, for out of six tries last weekend only 
one was good. Last year the extra-point kicking won two games, 
against Rhode Island and Springfield, and unless the extra-point 
ktcking is improved New Hampshire may lose the close games which 
this one should prove to be this weekend.
Elsewhere in the Yankee Conference this past weekend Massa­
chusetts defeated American Internation 32-27, while Connecticut 
suffered their first loss of the season to Yale 27-0.
Outing Club Releases 
Fall Trips Schedule
Outing Club trips this fall will be:
Thursday, Sept. 30— Supper trip and 
songfest at Mendum’s pond.
Sunday, Oct. 3— Mt. Washington! 
climbing trip. v
Monday, Oct. 4— “ Get Acquainted” 
informal coffee hour_ for all N H O C 
members and those interested in the 
club.
Saturday, Oct. 9 —  The Annual 
W oodsman’s Weekend with woods­
men’s contests and W oodchopper’s 
Ball.
Sunday, Oct. 10— Mt. Chocorua 
climbing trip.
Signs will advertise these trips, and 
sign-up sheets will be posted on the 
door of Outing Club at the Notch.
For a Better Used Car. .
Completely Reconditioned and Fully Guaranteed 
Call Your Local Chevrolet Dealer
Great Bay Motor Company
Newmarket, N. H. Telephone 15





TO CLEAN UP VICE
Walpole Dairy Farm 
6th In New England
Valley Farms, 130-head Holstein 
dairy farm of Walpole managed by 
Kenneth Kinerson, was named sixth 
place winner in the New England 
Green Pastures Program by the six- 
man judging team.
The honor went to Kinerson for 
his progressive forage-producing pro­
gram and efficient and economical op­
eration o f Valley Farms owned by 
Maj. James Blackwell, New York City.
Adjudged the top Green Pastures 
program in the six-state area was that 
of Robert Kilborn, Derby Center, Ver­
mont.
Placing second was George Marrill 
of Plainfield, Conn.; third. Long Acres 
Farm, Middleton, R. I.; fourth, Ray­
mond and Maurice Keene, Auburn, 
Me., and fifth, Winthrop P. Gleason 
& Son, Haverhill, Mass.
Kinerson, the 1954 New Hampshire 
pastures champ, competed with the 18 
top programs in New England for the 
honor.
Second in the New Hampshire con­
test was Alfred Hillman of Pembroke 
with Howard E. Turner o f Salem 
ranking third.
All three will travel with the other 
15 state winners to the Eastern States 
Exposition, Springfield, Mass., where 
they will receive recognition for their 
Green Pastures achievement as guests 
of the N. E. committee at a banquet 
at the Hotel Kimball Sept. 17.
Last year’s New Hampshire cham­
pion was W oodrow  Rogers of Jeffer­
son who also placed sixth in New Eng-
The Observer ...
(continued from page 2)
thrives, and thus recapture the initiative 
for democracy. And though prepared for 
any war forced upon us, we must seek 
conditions in which war becomes ever 
less profitable, its suicidal madness more 
obvious, and the disarmament essential 
to peace more practical. Perhaps above 
all, we must not mistake co-existence as 
a mere choice of alternatives. It is a 
condition forced upon us by the total 
horror of atomic war. Our task is to 
make this condition more tolerable until 




Hours 9-5 450 Central Ave.
H  and by Dover, N. H.
Appointment Over Newberry 's
Closed W ed. Tel. 2062
Eyes Examined 
Prescriptions Filled
Prompt Service on Repairs |j 
of all Types jj|
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Start smoking Camels yourself!
Make the 30-day Camel Mildness Test. 
Smoke only Camels for 30 days — see 
for yourself why Camels’ cool mildness 
and rich flavor agree with more people 
than any other cigarette!
S e v e rn f ye a rs  a g o ,
I -found outi Camels have, 
-the most delightful 
flavor and mildness of 
any cigarette ."Try 
Cancels and you'll be 
as enthusiastic as 11
and how it started.
TER E SA W RIGH T says: “Up to 16, my knowledge of acting 
had been gleaned from seeing movies. When I saw my first 
professional play, that was i t : I only wanted to act. I got into 
high school plays, wrestled props at Provincetown, understudied, 
sat for months in producers’ reception rooms. One rainy 
night, sick with a cold, I  read for a good role, and got it I”
SUCCESS STORY:
Camels—America’s most popular 
cigarette . . . b y  far!
Camels
A G R E E  W IT H  M O R E  P E O P L E  T H A N  A N Y  O T H E R  C IG A R E T T E
E . J. Beynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.




O R T S
Final plans of the football season which will start on Oct. 4, 
1954 were presented to the athletic chairmen of the various housing 
units last night. Senior Skulls, Ted Blogett, Bill Johnston, and yours 
truly will be in charge of this sport. Should any problem arise, 
please feel free to call us.
Any person may participate in these sports’ programs. This 
includes you men who do not live in either dorms or fraternities. 
But, you must ask to be placed on a team, and we will be glad to 
assign you to one of the dorm clubs.
Freshmen are reminded that the games will be held on the 
fields adjacent to the baseball diamond. A ll games will start promptly 
at 4 p.m. and only Mondays, Tuesdays, and W ednesdays will be 
used for regular scheduled games.
All you men should make extra sure that you do not play for 
more than one team, nor should you play for any housing unit other 
than your own. Failure to com ply with this rule will mean a year’s 
suspension in Intramural Sports.
Also on tap for this fall will be intramural golf. T w o members 
from each housing unit will comprise a team. Their total scores
will -be matched-up with the other compet­
ing teams. Best low combined score will 
win the Championship, and the next two 
will receive the points for second and 
third place.
Once in Two Years
Having only been right on one pre­
diction in two years, it probably would be 
wise to stop predicting to protect my 
record. But, since Tom Tracy designed 
this column’s Banner, and his house 
should be a contender, here goes —
ATO to take league “A” , Phi Delta Up­
silon to fight it out with Phi Alpha, with 
the former finally winning league “B” . 
Phi Mu Delta and SAE shouldn’t have too 
much trouble other than with up and 
coming Acacia. But I ’ll take my Delta 
“friends” on their height to cop league 
“ C” . League “ D” should be a battle of 
all battles with Theta Kap finally down­
ing Kappa Sigma.
Have mo fear . . .  in judging between 
nature and art, so only that you love 
both. If you can love only one, then 
let it be nature . . . but do not then 
attempt to judge the art, to which 
you do not care to give thought, or 
time. But if you love both, you may 
judge between them fearlessly; you 
may estimate the last, by its making 
you remember the first, and giving you 
the same kind of joy.




8 Mill Road Durham
Karas Will Speak At Get 
Acquainted Chemistry Meet
Alpha Chi Sigma has designed a 
Get-Acquainted Night for all freshmen 
who take chemistry courses. This 
chemistry dept, feature is planned for 
Monday, Oct. 4 . at 7:30 p.m. in 301 
James Hall.
T o familiarize new students with 
the chemistry dept., Dr. Harold A. 
Iddles. chairman of the department, 
will speak on the history of the de­
partment. Here, members o f the fac­
ulty will be introduced.
Professor John Karas, of the Phys­
ics dept., will speak on the subject 
“ The Year Tw o Thousand A .D .”
The Attorney General’s office in 
Montgomery, Alabama, has ruled that 
jurors who sprout beards during over­
night dliberations cannot be shaved at 
public expense.
C O M IN G  SPORTS EVENTS
Saturday, Oct. 2 
Varsity Football vs. Rhode Island at 
Cowell Stadium at 2 p.m.
Varsity Cross Country vs. Northeast­
ern at Lewis Field course at 2 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 8 
Varsity and Freshman Cross Country 
vs. Boston University in Boston.
Saturday, Oct. 9 
Varsity Football vs. Maine at Orono. 




Sept. 25 Bridgeport Away
Oct. 2 Rhode Island 2 p.m.
Oct. 9 Maine Away
Oct. 16 Delaware Homecoming
Oct. 23 Bradeis Away
Nov. 6 Massachusetts Away
Nov. 13 Sprinngfield 1 :30 p.m.
Freshman Football
Oct. 9 Exeter Academy Away
Oct. 22 Rhode Island ’58 Away
Oct. 30 Connecticut ’58 Away
Nov. 6 Hebron Academy 2 p.m.
Nov. 12 Dartmouth ’58 2 p.m.
Varsity Cross Country
Sept. 25 New Eng. Col. Here
Oct. 2 Northeastern Here
Ofct. 8 Boston Univ. Away
Oct. 16 Maine Away
Oct. 23 M IT Away
Oct. 30 Yankee Conf. R.I.
Nov. 4 Rhode Island Here
Nov. 8 N EICAAA Boston
Freshman Cross Country
Oct. 8 Boston Univ. Away
Oct. 15 Exeter Academy Away
Oct. 23 M IT Here
Oct. 26 Dover, Portsmouth, Keene,
and Concord high schools Here 
Nov. 4 Rhode Island ’58 Here
Nov. 8 NEICAAA Boston
Beginnings of agricultural fairs can
be traced back to Old Testament times, 
when the Prophet Ezekiel wrote of 
fairs filled with livestock, metal wares, 
embroidery, and spices.
i " W r i t e  A  L e t t e r "
UNH STATIONERY
$1.00 Box
Nine Styles to Choose From
The Wildcat
Durham, New Hampshire
Abbruzzi Co. Here 
In Cats Home Opener
by Pete Allen
The one man bulldozer, 205-lb. fullback Pat Abruzzi, and his 
fellow Rhode Island Rams will invade Durham Saturday as the co­
champions of the Yankee Conference meet in their annual battle for 
the coveted Bean Pot.
Pulverizing Pat, who stands only 5'9" and has made over 1,000 
yards in each of the last two seasons, will be seeking to improve upon 
his record-breaking performance at Cowell Stadium two years ago 
when he rolled up 306 yards as the Rams won easily 27-7. Last year 
the W ildcats edged the Kingstonites, 14-13, to gain their 18th win 
against nine losses and two ties in the series which began in 1905.
Abruzzi was slowed to 128 yards last year, but with a veteran 
line in front of him fans will be looking for his usual running display 
Saturday. H e’s already on the draft list of the Baltimore Colts and 
as the leading ground gainer in New England appears to be an out­
standing prospect for the pro league.
Chief Boston, while stressing offen­
sive manuevers after their 37 to 6 de­
feat <of the University of Bridgeport, 
will have his defensivemen preppimg 
for Mr. Abbruzzi, hoping to hold him 
as successfully as alst year.
The one-man gang has always seemed 
to be successful against UNH. As a 
freshman, he broke all the way on a 99- 
yard romp from scrimmage to break a 13- 
game winning streak of the Wildkittens.
Two Rhode Island players among the 
Wildcats who are looking forward to 
the game Saturday are Phil Montagano, 
sophomore end, and Ted Wright, a sopho 
more halfback.
Last weekend the Rams defeated Maine,
14-7.____________________________________
PUSH -  PULL 
SWISH -  SWIRL
CHANGE YOUR MAYOR 
IN A WHIRL
VOTE FOR
Sam, 7<4e Sew&i Man
SPONSOR
HECTOR, THE GARBAGE COLLECTOR
La Cantina
WHERE PIZZA IS K IN G  
Malt Beverages Are Served
Dover, N. H.
(Moved Across the Street)
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Outing Club To Present 
Coffee Hour in Murkland
The New Hampshire Outing club 
will hold an informal coffee hour on 
Monday. October 4 at 7 p.m. in Murk­
land auditorium. The program will 
consist of slides on Mt. Washington 
'and a movie entitled “ Winter Fun in 
New Hampshire.” A  general discus­
sion of Outing club affairs will follow 
the slides. The group will adjourn 
to Ballard hall for refreshments upon 
the conclusion of the discussion.
Outing club members will be ad­
mitted free, and admission for non­
members will be 25 cents.
Community Church 
Extends Invitation
The Board of Deacons of the Com­
munity Church of Durham extend a 
cordial invitation to any and all stu­
dents of the University to join in wor­
ship with them on Sunday morning. 
The Rev. Wilfred H. Bunker will 
conduct the services. The Church 
School and the Men’s Class are held 
at 9:15 a.m., followed by the Sunday 
Morning Worship at 11:00 a.m.
Newman Club Sets 
Activities Schedule
The Newman club recently an­
nounced its fall schedule of events for 
its members and guests.
Rev. Francis W . Anderson;, S.J., 
was guest speaker at the first meet­
ing, Sept. 23. Future events on the 
schedule include movies for Sept. 23, 
and on Oct. 30, a formal investiture, 
counselor’s meeting, and openi house 
will formulate the evening’s plans.
The speaker for Oct. 14 is Admiral 
Robert White, Chaplain, U. S.N . 
Christopher Lynch, the Voice of Fire­
stone, lyric Irish tenor, will bring a 
recital to the campus, under the aus­
pices of the Newman club, on Oct. 21.
A  Halloween Social will be the big 
event on Oct. 28, and Nov. 4 will 
find the Newman club entertaining an­
other speaker, whose name, as yet, has 
not been announced.
A panel conducted by the students 
is planned for Nov. 4, and the annual 
Communion Breakfast will be held on 
Nov. 14. The entertainment for Nov. 
28 is a Sports Nite, while on Dec. 2, 
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l-HR. SERVICE
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“New Libraries”  At Art Division
Local Interest in a New 
Library Focuses Spotlight 
On Nationwide Buildings
Photographic panels that trace 
modern architectural trends in 
university libraries throughout, 
the United States are now on d is -: 
play at our own Hamilton Smith 
Library. This “ New Libraries” 
exhibit continues until Oct. 17.
This exhibition consists of fifteen pho­
tographic panels showing recent public 
and university libraries throughout the 
United States. Included in the survey are 
outstanding buildings such as: the La­
ment Library, Harvard University; the 
Charles Hayden Memorial Library, Mass­
achusetts Institute of Technology; the 
Mid-West Inter-Library Center in Chi­
cago; the Library of the University of 
San Francisco; the /Ilah Dunlap Little 
Memorial Library, University of Georgia; 
the Miami Public Library, and others.
One of the most interesting libraries 
shown is the Lamont Library, a modern 
building erected in the Harvard Yard 
by Coolidge, Shepley, Bulfinch & Abbott. 
It is surrounded by a varied assortment 
of buildings, classic, romanesque, English, 
and modern colonial in style.
“ Teratment Is Modern” 
According to Mr. Shepley’s own com­
ments : ‘The architectural treatment is 
modern, but the exterior has been care­
fully studied in proportions, fenestration, 
and materials to make it fit in comfort­
ably and naturally with its traditional 
surroundings. Exaggerated modern fea­
tures and affectations have been avoided 
and the treatment restricted to a simple 
and direct expression of the interior ar­
rangement and philosophy, with special 
emphasis in certain appropriate cases.” 
Also in Cambridge, but on the less 
cluttered' banks of the Charles River,
m t
ONE OF M ANY — Typical of the new library going up on campuses 
across the country is this one at Washington State. The Art Division of the 
Hamilton Smith Library has on display photographs of many of these build­
ings in line with the present interest in a new library for New Hampshire. The 
building has open stacks and a capacity of 600,000 books. It was opened in 1952.
Need A  Haircut?
UNIVERSITY 
BARBER SHO P
Voorhees, Walker, Foley and Smith 
built the Charles Hayden Memorial Li­
brary for MIT. It was designed as a 
simple, modern building, faced with lime­
stone — still showing the work marks 
of the first “yard” process.
As Ralph Walker, Chairman of the 
Friends of the MIT Library, stated in 
his delivery speech: “The problem of a 
university library is one of major interest 
to librarian and architect alike. At MIT 
the problem is doubly so in that here is 
the outstanding technical and scientific 
school in the world seeking to point up 
new statements in widespread engineering 
and research fields and, thereby, needing 
the historic backgrounds^ underlying 
them; but also as greatly m need pf a 
symbol of the broader qualities of man’s 
interest in his social world.”
The Ernest Holland Library represents 
“a great new heart” for the State Col­
lege of Washington in Pullman. As W il­
son Compton, President, points out,_ “ It 
will be the intellectual and the spiritual
For The Best Food in Town
Try
Restaurant
c Q in d ^
Juncture of Dover and Newington Roads in Durham
Student Meal Tickets $5.50 for $5.00
Ask Us About Drawing For
FREE M EAL TICKET
OPEN 11 A .M .-12  P.M. SATURDAY 11 A.M. -1  A.M.










M A SSA CRE  C A N Y O N
In Technicolor
Phil C a ry  Audrey Totter
Thurs. Sept. 30
GILBERT A N D  SULLIVAN
PLUS
C O N Q U E ST  OF EVEREST
Fri-Sat. Oct. 1-2
LIV ING  IT UP
 ̂ (in technicolor) #





REAR W IN D O W
(in technicolor)
James Stewart Grace Kelly 
Second Show at 8:40
Fri.-Sat. Oct. 1-2
U NTAM ED  HEIRESS
Judy Canova 
PLUS
DRUMS A C R O SS  THE RIVER
In Technicolor
Audie M urphy W alter Brennan 
Lyle Bettger Lisa G aye
Sun.-Mon. Oct. 3-4





Burt Lancaster Jean Peters
Tues- Oct. 5
S IN S  OF JEZEBEL
(In Technicolor)
Wed.-Thurs. Oct. 6-7
CALL OF THE W ILD
PLUS
M Y  DARLING  CLEMENTINE
Thurs. Oct. 7
99 RIVER ST.
Evelyn Keyes John Payne
Sun.-Thurs- Oct. 3-7
O N  THE W ATERFRONT
M arlon Brando
E. M. LO EW 'S
O  I  V  I  o
THEATRE 
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.








Vic Mature Jean Simmons
center of The State College of Washing­
ton. Insofar as brick and mortar can pro­
vide it, with the aid of fine architecture 
and good craftsmanship, we shall have 
here one of the finest collegiate libraries 
in the land, so constructed that it may 
grow as the State of Washington grows.”
Two other west coast libraries form 
part of the show, the Richard A. Gleeson 
Library of the University of San Fran­
cisco, and the Public Library in Rich­
mond, California, both designed by Milton 
T. Pfiuegar. In the east and midwest 
sections, the following libraries are fea­
tured: Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Free
Public Library; Mid-west Inter-Library 
Center, Chicago, Illinois; Wilmette Pub­
lic Library, and others.
First Presented in New York
The exhibition was first presented at 
the Annual Meeting of the American In­
stitute of Architects in New York. It 
will be shown in at least ten U. S. Muse­
ums and Galleries as a brief survey of an 




Veterans administrations will review 
many cases disapproved for Public 
Law 16 training. In the new law the 
deadline of July 25, 1956 will be ex­
tended to July 25, 1960 for the ex­
ceptions.
The exceptions are: (1) mental or 
physical condition which made train­
ing medically impossible, (2) changed 
discharges, (3) late service-connected 
disability.
If a veteran had to drop out of the 
1956 course or if he left the service 
before August 30, 1954 the deadline 
will be August 20, 1957. Those dis­
charged after August 20, 1954 will 
have 13 years to complete training.
Norman Van Brocklin, professional 
football player, will impersonate Gus 
Dorais, amid Jim Sears will play Knute 
Rockne in a 1913 football game to be 
pictured in “ The Long Gray Line.”
Fine Furniture 
For Over 50 Years
Serving Dover and Durham
E. MORRILL 
FURNITURE CO.
421 Central Avenue 
Telephone 70
e w i n g t o
O U TD O O R  THEATER






Rosemary C looney Jack Carson
Sun.-Tues. Oct. 3-5
The Wild One
M arlon Brando M a ry  M urphey 
PLUS
BAD FOR EACH OTHER
Charlton Heston Lizabeth Scott
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Reelers Hold First 
Dance Session Tonite
Reeling into the swing of things, the 
Durham Reelers hold their first folk’n 
square dance session of the year tonight 
at 7 p.m., at New Hampshire Hall.
Folk dancing is the main interest of 
the clusb, but there’ll be plenty of square 
dancing, too. Dances will be taught from 
7 to 9 :00, and those interested in joining 
the demonstration group can stay on from 
9 to 11:00 wnen the more advanced folk 
dancing will be going on. Some of the 
dances from earlier in the evening will 
probably be repeated, minus instruction.
The Reelers demonstrate in many places 
in New England when festivals are held 
sometimes being called upon for special 
club meetings and shows. W M U R-TV 
presented two half hour programs this 
summer in which the group demonstrated 
both folk and square dances.
Dues for the semester are 25 cents 
Dances are scheduled for tonight, October 
14, October 28 at New Hampshire Hall 
November 11 at Ballard Hall, December 
2 at New Hampshire Hall, and January 
6 at Ballard Hall. Dues cover admission 
to the dances, and participation in the 
demonstration group. Folk and square 
dancing with instruction is from 7 :00 to 
9:00, advanced from 9:00 to 11:00.
St. George 's . . .
(continued from page 3) 
Cathedral, Newark, N. J., spoke on the 
theme “ The Church and The Universi 
ty” and brought out the place of the 
Christian Church on the college and Uni 
versity campus. Dean Coburn is head of 
the Church Society of the Episcopal 
Church which supports the work of the 
Church on campuses throughout the 
country.
The buillding of St. George’s Church 
in Durham is the culmination of a long 
drive through the state for funds, and 
the ceremonies of ground breaking and 
corner stone laying held last year. The 
building was designed by John A. Carter 
of Nashua and the contractor for its 
construction was Ernest Sanders of A1 
ton.
Guests for the services of dedication 
included clergy from the area and leading 
church people from the state who have 
worked for the project.
Canterbury Meeting Place
The new church will house activities 
of the Episcopal Church in Durham and 
the Canterbury Club of the University 
Included in its construction besides the 
sanctuary are a kitchen, library, Parish 
Hall, and offices. A  special mural has 
been painted by Prof. John Hatch of the 
department of the arts of the University,
In its new building, St. George’s 
Church plans to hold Holy Communion 
on Sundays at 8 a.m., Holy Communion 
followed by a breakfast in Dallas Hall at 
9 a.m., and Morning Worship services at 
11 a.m. Evening prayer service is planned 
for 6 p.m. on Sundays.
Sunday school activities and all student 
activities will for the first time be housed 
in one building and will be coordinated 
with the services of worship.
Speakers Commend N. H. Friends
Both speakers at the dedicational ser­
vices commended the many friends of the 
Church throughout the state who have 
made possible the building of St. George’s 
Church.
W A N T E D
Salesman
To sell America's finest line 
of fraternity and sorority 
favors on your college campus- 
Liberal commission and bonus 
for aggressive fraternity 
sophomore or junior.
Apply:
L. & L. PARTY FAVO RS









M A IN  STREET DURHAM, N. H.
Frosh Face Day Of 
Reckoning Oct. 12
Freshmen will match strength with the 
Sophomore* on University Day, Oct. 12, 
at 1 p.tn. in an effort to win the right to 
doff their Beanies. If, however, the Fresh­
men lose they must continue to wear the 
blue till Thanksgiving.
A  parade led by Sophomore Sphinx 
will -start from Commons and go up to 
the Memorial Field at 1 p.m., Tuesday. 
Tugs-of War, Tin-Pail races, and Three- 
legged races will be among the events 
planned by W RA. Sphinx, in charge of 
publicity and teams, will recruit the 
Sophomore team. Freshmen will sign up 
for the games at Memorial Field.
In case of rain the meet is postponed 
until the following Tuesday at 1 p.m. 
University Day, traditional at the Uni­
versity of New Hampshire, is being 
planned this year by Sophomore Sphinx, 
Student Senate, and Women’s Recre­
ational Association. The program of 
events has been planned by W RA, with 
Senate in charge of equipment.
The United States still has about 
54,000 one-room school houses but the 
number is shrinking at the rate of 10 
a day, says the National Geographic So­
ciety.
Medesy Named Dean 
Of Summer School
Dean William A. Medesy has been 
appointed to the directorship of the 
summer session here- at the University 
of New Hampshire, replacing Herbert 
Moss, the former director, who is in 
Europe for a year’s study. Dean 
Medesy came to UNH  in 1940 and was 
appointed to the forestry dept. When 
W orld War II came he served over­
seas as an army captain. Returning 
after the war Dean Medesy was 
named dean of men and also post-war 
administration director. Finally in 
1953 he became associate dean of stu­
dents.
Medesy is a Purdue graduate in the 
class of 1931 and has also studied at 
Yale and Columbia, obtaining his M.A. 
and his Ph.D. His many other acti­
vities include membership in the Beta 
Theta Phi fraternity and the Sigma 
Delta Chi honorary fraternity.
Also Medesy is a member of the Na­
tional Association of Deans and ad­
visors, the president of the Dover R o­
tary club, and the former director of 
the Community Chest.
Outing Club Plans W oodsm an's Weekend
The Outing Club is holding its an­
nual W oodsman’s Week-end on Sat­
urday, Oct. 9. The outdoor events will 
be held in the pasture next to the old 
reservoir, and are scheduled to begin 
at 1 p.m. Those planned for the men 
include chopping, felling, twitching, 
cross-cut sawing, pulp throwing, pack 
races, and canoe races. The women 
will participate in pulp throwing, fire- 
building, cross-cut sawing, pack races, 
canoe races, and a naturalist test. All
housing units have been sent copies of 
the rules and are invited to attend.
The woodchopper’s Ball will be held 
Saturday night, Oct. 9, in New Hamp­
shire Hall, from 8:00 to 11:45. Old 
clothes are the order of the day, and 
a prize will be awarded to the couple 
whose dress best reflects the theme. 
During intermission the couples will 
participate in a cross-cut sawing con­
test. The chairman for this year’s 
weekend is Gus Planchon.
The W om en’s Recreational Associa­
tion’s annual football dance will be 
held at N. H. Hall Sat., Oct. 2, 8-12. 
This informal dance will be either stag 
or drag. Entertainment and music will
be provided by the Wildcats and Sala­
manders. At intermission the trophies 
will be presented to the" winners of 
last year’s co-rec activities.
Subscribe to The New Hampshire
Zxown and Campus




Come In and Browse Around
YOU CANT BUY THESE!
U nreleased  Recordings
Unavailable Historic Performances
WITH EVERY COLUMBIA 
RECORD Y00 PORCHASE!
For a limited time only with your pur­
chase of any Columbia Long Playing or 
Extended Play record (as little as $1.47) 
you may have FREE your choice of a 
“ PRICELESS EDITIONS”  record. 
HERE’S ALL YOU DO: Come in to­
day. Choose any Columbia Long Play­
ing or Extended Play record from our 
stock of thousands. With each record 
you buy, we will give you a certificate 
entitling you to your choice of any
“ PRICELESS EDITIONS”  record o n
33Vz or 45 rpm speed.
Send your certificate, with your sales 
slip, to Columbia with choice indicated. 
Get as many “ PRICELESS E D I­
TIONS” records as you like — one for 
each Columbia record you buy. (Certifi­
cate must be accompanied by 25  ̂ in 
coin to cover cost of postage and han­
dling. No additional handling charge for 
more than one record.)
OFFER GOOD WITH ANY COLUMBIA NEEDLE
Safeguard your record collection with a 
new Columbia needle—diamond, sap­
phire, or osmium—all engineered, tested, 
and guaranteed by Columbia Records. 
Your purchase of any Columbia needle 
entitles you to one free “ PRICELESS 
EDITIONS”  record!
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
EXCITING "PRICELESS EDITIONS”  R EC O R D S-T A K E  YO UR PICK
Each record availab le  on your choice of 33Vz or 45 rpm.





The Lady Is A Tramp 
I ’ll Be Around
3. ARTHUR GODFREY
Lazy Bones
Shoo, Fly, Don’t Bother M e
4. DORIS DAY
I Love The Way You Say Goodnight 
I W ent A-Wooin’
5. FRANKIE LAINE
Keepin’ Out Of Mischief
I Can’t Give You Anything But Love
6. KEN GRIFFIN  10.
Scatter-Brain 
Now Is The Hour
7. TONY BENNETT
Close Your Eyes U ,
W e Mustn’t Say Goodbye
8. HARRY JAMES
and his Orchestra
Stompin’ At The Savoy (P art I) 12.
Stompin’ At The Savoy (P art l i )
9. DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET
Don’t Worry ’Bout M e (P art I)









DUKE ELLINGTON  
and his Orchestra
Primping For The Prom 
B Sharp Boston




Smetana: The Bartered Bride
1. Polka
2. Dance of the Comedians
14. ROYAL PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA 
conducted by Sir Thomas 
Beecham, Bart.
Tchaikovsky: Nutcracker Suite, Op. 71a
1. Russian Dance (Trepak)
2. Chinese Dance
3. Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy
Massenet: The Last Sleep Of The Virgin
15. ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
and his Orchestra
Tchaikovsky: The Sleeping Beauty—
Ballet Music, Op .66
1. Introduction (Allegro vivo)
2. Dance Scene.( Entrance of the Fairies)
16. ALBERT SCHWEITZER
Bach: Organ Preludes
1. Ein’ Feste Burg 1st Unser Gott
2. Gottes Sohn 1st Kommen;
Sei Gegrusset Jesu Gutig
17. ISAAC STERN, violin 
A. Zakin, piano
Mousrugsky: Hopak (A rr. by Rachmaninoff) 
Stravinsky: Berceuse from “ Firebird Suite”
18. RUDOLF SERK1N, piano
Schubert: Moments Musicaux, Op. 94
1. First Movement: Moderato
2. Third Movement: Allegro moderato 
Fifth Movement: Allegro vivace
19. ANNA RU SSELL
Chlorophyll Solly 
Dripping W ith Gore 
Noisy Neighbors 
Miserable
20. ZINO FRANCESCATTI, violin 
Artur Balsam, piano
Paganini: Carnival Of Venice (Parts I & I I )
THRILLING HISTORIC PER FO R M A N CES-N O W  UNAVAILABLE
21. PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA 
OF NEW YORK  
Josef Stransky, Conductor
Beethoven: Symphony No. 5 In C Minor 
Second Movement: Andante con moto 
(Beginning)
PHI LHARMONIC-SYMPHONY 
ORCHESTRA OF NEW YORK 
Bruno Walter, conducting
Beethoven: Symphony No. 5 In C Minor;




Bellini: Casta Diva from “ Norma”
Bellini: Bello A M e Ritorna from “ Norma”
23. MARY GARDEN, Soprano
Jongleur de Notre Dame: Liberte 
Herodiade: II est doux
24. ROSA PONSELLE, Soprano
Aida: Ritorna Vincitor 
Pagiiacci: Ballatella
25. AL JOLSON, with Guy Lom­
bardo and His Royal Canadians 
CLAYTON, JACKSON
& DURANTE 
Rock-A-Bye Your Baby W ith A Dixie Melody 
I Know Darn W ell I Can Do W ithout Broadway 
But Can Broadway Do W ithout Me?
“ C o lum bia" and "M a s te rw o rk s "  Trademarks 







Perry Como, top TV and recording star, and 
Ben Hogan—only active golfer to win 4 national 
championships, enjoy a Chesterfield during a 
friendly round of golf.
tobacC°
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Rolling Ridge . . .
(continued from page 1)
be taken up in cooperation with Senate 
and its Elections Committee. Dormitory 
spirit problems figured in discussions as 
well as proper relationships between the 
dormitory organizations and Pan-Hellenic 
members. Here it was rushing and its 
effect in dormitories which was investi­
gated as well as the possible limitation 
of sorority women in dormitory activi­
ties. A program for the year was con­
sidered and ideas for more effective op­
eration were proposed and considered. 
I D C
Inter-Dormitory Council under its 
president Chuck Phillips discussed many 
problems and improvement ideas. Attend­
ance at house meetings and the possibility 
of establishing compulsory meetings, the 
I DC float for the Manchester parade m 
celebration of the centennial of New 
Hampshire’s teachers association, a.n<J the 
possibility of more dormitory activities 
were all parts of the discussions. With 
Inter-Fraternity Council agreement was 
reached regarding standard procedures on 
the jointly sponsored Homecoming Dance. 
IDC also considered problems connected 
with their news letter published by the 
organization and ideas foq an athletic 
program for men’s dormitories.
Discussed Problems
Pan-Hellenic Council under President 
Priscilla Flagg worked on rushing prob­
lems, restrictive clauses, and a training 
periods for officers of the organization. 
They met with W IDC to discuss common 
problems and with the Senate committee 
representatives for the same reason.
Inter-Fraternity Council’s work was 
concerned with the agenda for their ann­
ual Workshop Conference held annually, 
their IFC brochure, and rushing rules. 
Meeting under their president, Norris 
Browne, IFC also discussed Homecoming 
Dance proceedure with IDC and met with 
Senate committees.
Sponsored by Senate
Sponsored by Student Senate, the spec­
ialized conference was planned by a com­
mittee headed by Senate vice president, 
Shirley Rondow with Jean Kenett act­
ing as secretary and including represent­
atives from the five governing bodies as 
planning committeemen. Proposed as a 
work-shop type of specialized conference, 
the opportunity was given the campus 
governing organizations to meet with one 
another, and in sessions by themselves to 
talk over problems common to all and 
individual. Administration members acted 
as advisors while secretaries noted sug­
gestions for future action by the groups.
At a general meeting of all the dele­
gates on Sunday afternoon problems sug­
gested by delegates were discussed and 
included the value of such a conference 
to the individual organizations and the 
campus as a whole, public relations, effi­
ciency of operation, and responsibility of 
organizations.
Conference Valued
Agreement among the conference 
leaders seemed to indicate that Rolling 
Ridge had served a valuable purpose and 
that In line with its aim of “Making 
Student Government Work” it had shown 
many areas which needed correction and 
improvement as well as much common 
understanding as to problem areas among 
delegates. It was agreed that it served 
a valuable purpose of getting leaders to 
know each other and the functions of each 
organization better. Cooperation and co­
ordination resulting from the sessions, it 
was felt, would aid greatly in improving 
the governing functions of the five or­
ganizations individually and cooperative­
ly on campus.
Upperclass Sorority . . .
(continued from page 3)
Panhellenic members will be avail­
able for counseling in Scott Hall li­
brary Tuesday, Oct. 19, and W ednes­
day, Oct. 20, from 9 to 10:30 p.m., 
and on Tuesday, Oct. 26, from 3 to 6 
p.m. _______
Newmanites Hear Speaker 
To Inaugurate Semester
The first meeting of the Newman Club 
was held September 23, at St. Thomas 
More’s Church Hall. Over 100 members 
listened to Reverend Francis W. Ander­
son S. J., Director of Jesuit Foreign 
Missions of New England.
His recitation on personal experiences 
since his return from the Middle East 
captured the interest of his audience.
After Father Anderson’s talk and an 
enjoyable business meeting, refreshments 
were served.
M any Alumni Descendants 
Enrolled in Freshman Class
Mr. William L. Prince, Alumni Sec­
retary at the University has announced 
that in the class of 1958 there are 107 
sons, daughters, and grandchildren of 
alumni. This means that 11 per cent 
of the members of the freshman class 
are descendants o f alumni. This _ un­
usually high figure, said Mr. Prince, 
“ indicates the high regard alumni have 
for their alma mater as an educational 
institution.”
One freshman is the great-grandson 
of Dean Pettee, who was connected 
with UNH  for sixty-two years.
On a long trip at 60 miles an hour, 
the surface of your car will be 0.6 
degrees Fahrenheit hotter because of 
air friction.
Going, Going, Gone
Going: Barbara A. Barry, Schofield 
to Robert Williams, Delta Upsilon, 
Dartmouth, ’51. Betty Ann Raders, 
Chi Omega to Warr.en Shesinger, A l­
pha Delta Phi, Bowdoin ’56. Pam 
Miller, New York City to John Eng­
land, Acacia.
Going: Margie Hoyt, Theta U to 
Mai Randall, Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
Middlebury. Johnarma Halberts, Chi 
Omega to Art Moody, Sigma Beta. 
Donald “ Bucky” Desmarais, Sigma 
Beta to Patricia McKiel.
Gone: Roscalle Nelson, Kappa Delta 
to Ralph Petillo, Fryeburg, Maine. 
Carolyn Whitten, Kappa Delta to 
Gardner Benson. UNH  ’54.
UNH Professors Lecture 
In Alumni Extension Course
Concord Freshman Awarded 
Valentine Smith Scholarship
The winner of the Valentine Smith 
Scholarship in the freshman class at 
the University is Daniel G. Lemear, 
of Concord, a graduate of Concord 
high school.
The Smith scholarship of $100 a 
year for four years is based upon com­
petitive examinations in English, 
American History, Algebra, Plane 
Geometry, and either Physics or Chem­
istry. It was the gift of the late Ham­
ilton Smith of Durham in 1898.
The winner is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. George G. Lemear of Concord.
Manchester Alumni of U N H  are
sponsoring a ten-week extension 
course, “ Asia in the W orld Crisis,” be­
ginning Oct. 26 at the Manchester In­
stitute of Arts and Sciences.
Lecturers from the University in­
clude William Yale. Professor of His­
tory, Gibson R. Johnson, Associate 
Professor of History, George H. Has- 
lerud, Associate Professor of Psychol­
ogy, and Arthur E. Prell, Instructor of 
Sociology.
Tickets for the course may be pur­
chased at the Manchester Chamber of 
Commerce during the week of October 
4.
New Library
(continued from page 1)
the way. He felt the example set by the 
students was commendable in this respect.
With a pledge of cooperation with stu­
dent government on campus, Mr. Eddy 
expressed the hope and the desire that 
the students would make known their 
support of their University in the state 
and by so doing win support to the ex­
pansion cause throughout the state.
FOR SALE
New Five Room House 
Central Heating 
Forced Hot W ater 
CALL AT
231 Main St. Newmarket, N. H.
. . .  the letters start. Then from all 
over the free world come such com* 
ments as these from readers of T H E  
CH R ISTIAN  SCIENCE M O N ITO R , 
an international daily newspapers 
" T h e  M on itor is m ust read­
ing fo r  straight-thinking  
people. . . •”
" /  returned to school after a 
lapse o f  1 8  years. I  w ill get 
m y  degree fro m  the college, 
but m y  education com es  
fro m  the M onitor. . .
" T h e M on itor gives m e ideas 
fo r  m y  w ork. . . ”
" 1  truly en jo y  its com ­
pany. . . •”
Y ou . too. will find the Monitor 
informative, with complete world 
news. You will discover a construe* 
tive viewpoint in every news story. 
Use the coupon below.
The Christian Science Monitor 
One, Norway Street 
Boston 15, Mass., U. S. A.
Please send me The Christian 
Science Monitor for one year. I 





QUALITY FO O D  —  FRIENDLY SERVICE
6:30 A.M. —  7:00 P.M. W eekdays 
6:30 A.M. —  7:00 P.M. Sundays
M A IN  STREET




WHAT A  BUY -  CHESTERFIELD King Size 
(at the New Low Price) and Regular
Like Ben and Perry you smoke for relaxation, comfort and 
satisfaction. In the whole wide world no cigarette satisfies 
like a Chesterfield.
You smoke with the greatest possible pleasure when your 
cigarette is Chesterfield—because only Chesterfield has the 
right combination of the world’s best tobaccos—highest in 
quality— low in nicotine.
In short, Chesterfields are best to smoke and best for you.
LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES
